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LANGUAGE: A STUDY OF FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS
.

--TE-ReDuett

f

On April 29, 1971 a motion to undertake a study of reading

was made at the Board' level. The motion was referred to the Special-

Committee re Fundamental Skills which was requested to consider the

feasibility of ci5alucting the proposed study. On May 6, 1971 this
A

Committee asked for a preliminary report on possible methods of

conduvting such a study. In consultation with the LaAguage Study

Centre, the Research Department prepared a project proposal which

was presented to the Fundamental Skills Committee on May 31, 1971.

The proposal outlined a,proc'edure for a stratified sampling of about

a third'of Toronto elementary schools. The students in Grades 4, 6

and 8 from these.schools would be given the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Test. All Grade 9'students would also receiVelthe test.

In order to compare the Gates-MacGinitie Test with the

Canadian Tests of Basic Skills a substudy involving some 200 students

'at each of the elementary grade levels was suggested order to

compare the American and anadian,norms,° Because a reading test does

not adequately reflect a language programme's goals, the pfoposal

suggested tL other measures: an indication of Grade 6 students' read-
.

ing habitsanilinterests, and a study of a sample of Grade 8 students'

compositions.

Most of the discussion which was generated when this proposal

-

was presented focused n9t on any of the project's particulars but on

the- appropriateness and suitability of standardized reading tests in
- ;

general tend About the utilization of their results in particular: Partly
-

.
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because of these numerous discussions, it was Some months before a final

gre.s-ented ill. the .

I

r
tembe,. 1971 ty.,, 4-

:Fundamental Skills presented its third report which was adopted, with

amendments, by the Board on October 14, 1971. The two relevant motions

"1. our Committee has reconsidered its Report No. 2, dated
J e 21, 1971, which was before Board on July 22, 1971
(p ge 581), anti decided to resub the following recommenda-
tion contained in the report for approval:

'That the Board oppose any form of testing which
would be used for comparison between the schools
and encourage teachers to use diagnostic tests
Only.'

2. Amended by adding sub-section (b) .

(a) That a study of reading levels in a sampling of public
schools across the city be undertaken, a outlined in a
report presented to your Committee (for 0eails, See
minutes o f committee); that fads in the amount of
approximately.$6,485.00 be irovided for this purpose; and
that timetables for this study be altered to permit
implementation as soon as possible.

(b) That, in keeping with the philosophy enunciated in .

Section I of the report, the results of the study not be
used in any way which would suggest comparisons between the
schools within the school system."

/ I

(Board Minutes, Oitober 14, 1971,
pp. 772-773)

In light of the above, it was necessary to make major modifica-

tions in the timetabling of the project and minor modifications in the

design. In June of 1971, a note had been placed in the Weekly Letter to

the schools indicating that the use of standardized tests Was to be at

the discretion of the local school. Consequently, by October 14th the

situation existed where some'schools had already finished administering

a standardized reading testother schools had decided not to administer

them, and Yet other schools had administered the tests to selected,ptutlents,
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the teacher had decided whether or not to administer the test. Because

, it was decided Ural, a tFEFERIE

-

?e r results, i-t- seemed to be the-g-nli -appropriate soft41.1w' silice

17 was neither fair nor appropriate to impose a second test on students

wh had 'Already just completed a test, nor to impose tests on schools

or classes who, after careful consideration, had decided to plan this

yea 's programme so that standardized tests were not used.

All of'this and the later activities were.being carried out

wi in the constraits of the regular school year. The summer which had

been included in the otiginal-gniag7 an important time for ID/tanning and

prep ration, had already' passed, ,A was therefore decided to make the
. .

..!

. . *
admi istration of the Canadian.*fiests of Basic Skills voldritary, as a

. .

/ . //
rando sample was not ne79e;ary for this part of th- study. ,

Since the anadian Tests of Basic S is has a reusable booklet,

the p incipals whO volunteered were promised they could keep the

V(bookl s if they participated in' this stud, and that booklets would be

suppli &for eery student,who participatd. Only those who had alieady

aamini tered the Gates-MacGinitie Test were allowed to volunteer. The

-scllool were very co-opera 'andand the response was gratifying; as will

be see

tests,

a substantial base was provided fora comparison of these two

°

re than four trues the minimum numbensuggested in the proposal.

Because of the time, of the year and other demands plaged on the

seconda schools, the Gates - MacGinitie Test was not administered to

Grade 9 tudents, untirthe firtt week in February (special vocational

schools ere not included and ,two secondary schools were unable to

partici.-te) .

* see re erentes for tests used.

6
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As will be seen later, this almost complete testylg of the -

. . 111

-thatsome triat ewisted-in -the-schocils which-were ablgtuTgarticipats.

The Grade 8 compositions and the Grape 6 reading interests

and attitude inventory were undertaken as two separate substudies, the

results of which were then integrated with the Gates-MacGinitie read-

ing scores.

The project was facilitated by'fundS provided under the

Unemploymeni.incentives Programme, through which a clerk was hired to

code and verify the student I.D. numbers on answer sheets.

The results which are reported in the following sections give

some insight into the way in which Toronto children function with

respect to a few aspects of language. Partitipating schools are not
0

identified. The variability of the scores even within specific

occupational subgrbups'amkes it not only unwise but absolutely incorrect .

tb make any assumptions about any school or pair of scho ols. Thus, in

keeping with the motion and with the design of the study, results "ar,

not to be used in any way which would suggest comparison between the

schools within the school system."

It may not, however, be inappropriate for people to make

comparisons on a broader basis, i.e. between the Toronto school system

and other systems.

7

'
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STANDARDIZED READING TEstp n SOME
!

COMMENTS AM? OBSERVATioNS1

StandardrZgd7reading-tegts as-tfier-kave existed over the last

few decades hare many commoh featureS, although they vary in specifics,

ranging from ease of administration to approprfateness of content.

(Many of the materl'als which h4{ve been available an the:Canadian market

are AMerican,tests unmodified to take into account any'unique character-

istics of the Canadian curricula.) These standardiZed tests frequently

have consisted of two major sectionS,'one labelled "vocabulary" and

anothir labelled "copprehenSion." Some. standardized tests labelled
t, / 1 . .

as "diagnostic" have several subtesti which are-to be used in an attempt

to identify weaknesses in.spOcific skills. There are also standardized

types of reading tests which purport to test a pupil's readiness to
. .

Lead, abilityto follow directions:etc.

*

,Vocabulary is typically tested by giving the pupil a word

followed by'a list of several oth9r words,from which he is to pick a

synonym pr the 4st similar" word. In a few cases, the pupil is asked

to pick an antonym. It is worth noting that similar test items are

frequently included,4 a t.art of" the verbal 'section of"group intelligence

tests, and vocabulary items are often orally administered as part of

individualized intelligence tests.

Vocabularyk. then a cornerstone within much standardized

testing. An important question is whether the vocabulary being tested

is an appropriate sampling either of the vocabulary. the student has to

face-or of the vocabulary-the student has had an opportunity to leakh.

1 Many articles have been written detailing the problems of testing and
measuring fireadind.'" One such recent article is.Trhe--Dependent Variable:
Measurement Issu in Reading Research" by Roger Farr & J..Jaap Tuinman,
in Readin earch 9uarterly,Spring, 1972, pp.. 413-423.



Within comprehension tests there is much more variety, in

the type of'material presented and, alth ugh considerations of content

1

ri

still play as important a role,;there is also the matter of the wa s

in which comprehenSion is tested. On the Gates-MacGinitie Test, for

instance, brief paragraphs of increasing difficulty are presented

from which a couple of words have been omitted. The appropriate miss-
,

ing word must be selected/from a list provided below the paragraph:
. V , -

This,in essence is a form of vocabulary testing where the vocabUlOxy
I

is presented in conZelerather than as an isolated definition. The

ability of a person to fill in missing blank in running text, the
0 ,

t

6cloze" procedure, is believed to be a very good indication of the

degree to which the reader has comprehended the surlounding text.

Many other comprehension tests present a brief passage of material 'and

.1
ask questions about it. The types of questions vary from those which

require rereading to search out a specific detail, to those in which inferences
L

must be'made about a brief piece of poetry.

Although tests vary greatly in length and amount of time taken,

few,Af any, require more than an hour. Typically,' neither the vocabulary

nor the comprehension tests are speeded and an.attempt is made to give

the student ample time to complete as many questions as he is able.

In order to provide for a wide variety of students, a typical

test has a wide range 'of difficulty levels with several items which even

the poorest reader in the class is able to do and a few items, which are

very difficult fot even the best readers in the classroom: Also'it,does

not have a large number of questions-because even when using multiple-
,

choice format, there is a lot of reading to be done and a lot of time

must be provided if the students are to be allowed to work at their awn

0
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pace and not under speeded conditions. Given therr---"iide variety content

presented, it frequently takes the reader a moment or two to "ch nge gears"

in order to cope with the new passage or the new item that is bein presented.
. _

Frobany -the major quarrel which we all have with this aspect of read ng

tests is the limited sample of material which can be presented at one

sitting: a small sample is a very restricted toaqis on which to judge

a person's overall reading competency. Furthermore, the testing situation

is far removed from either sitting in an easy chair reading an interest-
.,

ing book or following the directions that.cole with a new piece of equip-

ment. The other concern has to do with content. As mentioned, the con-

tent of a given ieading test is usually independent of the particular

reading and vocabulary experiences that various individual children have

been exposed-to, either within the classroom or within the culture.,,

It is in reporting the scores which the students have received

on reading tests that the problems really begin to mount, and it is in'.

this area where we may see some improvement and breakthrough in testing;

as time goes by.

A classroom teacher, when she prepares a little test, usually

wants to see whether or not the students have mastered the material which

she has presented.. In many instances, the teacher-is delighted when

all the students in the classroom get all the questions correct, because

she or he feels that the material has been well presented and the students

have beep successful in mastering it to the level expected. This, in an

over-simplified fashion, can be referred to as "criterion-referenced

measurement." Obviously, attempts to build criterion-referenced tests

on a marketable scale have been fraught with many difficulties due to

the large number Of criteria and specific skills that teachers would like

to test and assess as they move through various curricula at various

1 EJ
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"grade levels in various parts of the country. After all, the test

manufacturer is aiming at a national or international market and cannot

4

t

afford to prepare materials for marketing to a few schools or dlass--
----------

rooms. At present, standardiie'd tests are ,very general, designed for

use in a-wide variety of settings/. Their norms provide for comparisons

)among students low.e results are not directly related to specific pro-

grammes.

At prpsent, most tests are accompanied by a manual which

contains a table of norms prOviding for "normative measurement." These

norms have been prepared on the basis of a sample of students. Thus, a

',very small percentage of Grade 3, Grade 4, etc. pupils /ere sampled

across the United States by Professors Gates and MacGinitie. The norms)

7
4 /

are essentially a report,of th way in which this national sample performed. .

1
........

at the tables provide its a eference'group so that a teacher can see
. ' ,,

. roughly how his or her stu ents compare to American students at large.

In the case of the Cana an'Tests of Basic Skills, it is a comparison

with Canadian studentb, but again, the compa ison is with a sample of

students from the whole country. As is to be expected, because of the

'-tests' design, some students had many.test questions correct,l.some

students only a few questions correct, and many students fell.betcleen.

The norms describe this variation, because the tests are built.r

"spread out" the.students.

The grade norm is a way of describing the middle student. e

When a raw Score (e.g., 18) is obtained 631 the test, it is looked up

, ,

in the tablet and a grade norm of 3.5 (Grade 3, 5th .month) is discovered,

/
this means that half the. students in.th 5th' month of Grade 3 got fewer

questions than 18 dorrect and half got more than 18 questions corr ect.



Eighteen was

- 9.

the score of the middle student among all the students

,
_

in, Grade at the 5th month. Because of the relatively 4mall number
ti

ut quepticills and,their wide range or ditticulty, a di erence o a

As.

cruFst-r-antrtghtar-Wrong will make aditference of one or even two
,

grade levels.

There are many factors which affect students' scores. Most

of these factors -- fatigue, distractions, illness, attitude towards

tests and testing, etc. -- function to depress a student's score. Test

_ taking skill is another important .variable. Students who are familiar

w ,the format of standardized tests and who have had practice in test

/--
situations are b er able to obtain a higher score. On the other hand,

students for whom tests have regularly si4nalled.failure cannot be

expected to work well when'pr'sented, with yet'another test.- Various

situations and students are present in the standardization situation.

Thds, while a standardized test may give ond,a good sense of )a group's

pat rn of performance, a single score is a 6rude and not necessarily

t\e"'reliab indicator*of a single/Pupil's performance,

In brief, a child who 4annotread will not do well .on a; ,

standardized reading test many children,who can read well under

naturalr-ond tions may not display;their full potential. Few factors

can inflate he scores

/
except such things as teaching the specific

vocabulary on the test, or incorrect administrat on. Having a good day

or teaching pupils how to take tests' gives, the ndividual a chance to

put his best...6ot f9rward. .

p J2,

0
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NG TEST RESULTS

As noted previouslyg -reading scores, as they were obtained,

are not precisely representative o"the City. In order,t9 obtain

representative scores and also to examine the relationship betweens

, reading scores and background factors, the data from the Every gtudent-

Survey were used. These data which include information on parents'
,o

, s ..occupations and students' *language backgrounds, make it possible t

adjust the data for bias resulting from the way test scores were collected.

rhe use of these data limits the results to those,ptudent's who were in

the Tor to system in May,'1970.,/This exclusion of recent arrivals

in the school system probably raises the averages because some of the
/4'

410.

arrivals were non-English gpeAking. Approximately 15 mAr.Ant o the students
- -0

who took the reading tests in 4, 6 arld 8 were new to the

and thus sot included. In Gjade 9, about one-third of the students

V
tested had not been included in the Every Student Suvey;-soffe, of course,

had been in separate schools. It canie argued that excluding these

students makes.the data more accurRAy reflect the performance of the
t.

Toronto school system.

Following the categories used in the Eve s Student Survey,

the data are presented sp*eral wa s. For each grade th- ta are first

p esented in terms of whethtr or not the'student was beit and and

whether or not English was his mother tongue. Secondly, the da a are

presented in terms of.he.-Qgclipat.).on of the hbad of house i ese
4

data must be viewed very C4utiously when examining some gf the small

groups.

I -8
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Language Background and Reading Scores

Tables 1 to 4 present the -data for students in terms of

whether or not they were born in Canada and whether or not English

was their mother tongue. The patterns for Grades 4, 6 and 8 are

similar, with students who learned English as a mother tongue but

not born in Canada, obtaining higher scores than English-speaking

students who were born in Canada. Both groups perform close to the

average American student at that grade.

The students who learned English as a second or additional

language do less well in Grades 4, 6 and 8 but those who were born in

Canada have caught Alp by Grade 9. The student not born in Canada speak-

big English as a second language continues, not surprisingly, to obtain'

lower reading test scores than all other students.

It is important to notice the standaird deviation for these

groups. For example, in Grade 6 the'standard deviationl'aries from

1 1/2 to 2 1/2 grade-levels among the various groups. In other words, 1

the students' scores are widely dispers
'

2 1/2 means that 1/6 the students

more above the Ave

levels or more bel

a pattern, the indi

and 1/6 of th

dard deviation of

1/2 grade levels or

scores 2 1/2 grade

average. Thus, while the average scores show

students within the groupssvari greatly.
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TABLE 1

GATES-MACGINITTP, RPAUNG SCORES FYPRESSED
AS GRADE LEVELS FOR GRADE 4* CATEGORIZED

BY WHETHER OR NOT ENGLISH WAS THEIR
MOTHER TONGUE AND WHETHER CR NOT

THEY WERE BORN IN .CANADA

Student Background

fl
Vocabulary Comprehension

Average s.d. Average s,d,

Born in Canada

English 164C 3.96 1.50 3.88 1.63
Non-English 851 3.67 1.22 3.56 1.29

Not Born in Canada

English 14C 4.15 1,53 4.C1 1.70
Non-English 453 3.3C 1.24

* Tested in Fall 1971

a

TABLE 2

GATES -? AOGI E READING SCORES EXPRESSED
A*GRADE LE LS FOR GRADE 6* OATEGORIZ7
T'BY WHETHER CR NOT. ENGLISH WAS T-- A

MOTHER TONGUE AND WHET77' .in NOT
THEY WERE BORN IN CANADA

Vocabulary Comprehension
Student Background N Average s.d. Average s.

Born in Canada

English 1650 6.3C 2. 6.24 2.45
Non-English

Not Torn i anada

891 5.7 1.86 5.62

English 142, 6.51 6.41 2.50
Non-English 519 4.77

(-7218
1. 4 1.90

Tested in Fall 1971
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TABLE 3

GATES-MACGINITIE READING 'SCORES EXPRESSED
AS GRADE LEVELS FOR GRACE 8* CATEGORIZED

BY WHETHER OR NOT ENGLISH WAS THEIR
MOTHER TONGUE AND WHETHER OR NOT

THEY WERE BORN IN CANADA

Student Background N
Vocabulary Comprehension

Average s.d. Average s.0._

Born in Canada

English
Non-English

1684
'832

8.08

7.67 4

2.47
2.29

47.75
77-)

2.71

2.57 /,
1 t

Not Born in Canada
,

English 166 8.19 2-63 7.92 2.89
Non-English 692 b.68 2.24 6.46 2.54

Tested in Fall 1971

,

TABLE 4

GATES-MACGINITIE READING SCORES EXPRESSED
AS GRADE LEVELS FOR GRADE 9* CATEGORIZED

BY WHETHER OR NOT ENGLISH WAS THEIR
MOTHER TONGUE AND WHETHER OR NOT

THEY WERE BORN IN CANADA

Vocabulary Comprehension
Student Background N Average s.d. Average-

Born in' Canada

English '
Nan-English

Not Born in Canada

English
Non-English -__

---7

2230

864

180
890 I

9.78

9.80

9.77
8.10

2.56
2.34

2.66
-2.51

'9.66',
9.78

9.33
8.16

'4'

)

'.

* Tested early in February 19/2.

16

s.d.

2.67

2.45

2.82
2.78
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Parents' Occupations and Reading Scores

Tables 5 to 8 present the reading scores grade by grade with

the students subdivided according to the occupations of the head of

household. For the occupational categories 2 to 9, the average read-

ing,scores are remarkably regular, with scores increasing as the.

occupational categories rise. The occupational categole "unemployed"

(category 13) has scores that are constantly low ,than the lowest

occupational category. '..The scores for the ca "housewife"

(category 4.) are gnerally close to the o

\,_'
includes labourers sometimes being, hi er, sometimes lower. The other

. /

groups (i.e. categ6ries 10, 11* 12) have very small numbers of

ational category which

students, and no conclusio

is,a considerable change

occupational category to the

variability 9 scores within

ould be drawn about them. Although there

average scores as one moves from the. lowest

highest occupational category, the large

each group makes it impossible to generalize

to individuals. As in the previous set of tables, the standard deviation

is large, and abopt.1/6 of the students will be found more than one

standard deviation above the..average and about 1/6 will be found more

than-61e standard deviation below the average.

City-Wide Weighted Average

To,get an indication of the average scores for the City, the

scores already presented for grades were weighted in terms of language and

occupational background. For example, if 15 per cent of the students

learned English as a second language and were not born in Canada, the average

reading score of this group contributed 15 per cent to the City-wide average.

The proportions used for weighting were obtained from the Every Student Survey

(Wright, 1976)..

1'
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-UBLE 5

GATES-MACGINITIE READING SCORES,'Lxi-RESSED'
AS GRADE LEVELS, FOR GRADE 4*, CATEGORIZED

BY OCCUPATION OF HEAD' OF HOUSEHOLD

Occupation Vocabulary' Comprehension- -
Average s.d. Average s.d.*

1 - no infOrmation 42 3.74 1.33 3.69 1.46

2 - labourers, taxi
drivers, etc. 1428 .3.41 1.25 3.29 1.32

mechanics, etc. 223 3.65 1.27 3.46 1.35-,

143 3.83 1 1.32 3.73 1.32

3 - sheetmetal workers,

4 - sales clerks,
machipists, etc.

5 - printing workers,

el tricians, etc.

6 - dental technicians,

303 3.92

embalmers, etc. 154 4.10

7 . musicians, -athletes,
etc. 133 4.34

- clergymen,

librarians-etc. 144 4.50

9 - accountants,

engineers, lawyers,'

4 etc.

10 - retired, Workman's

Compepsation

11 - Welfare, Mother's
Allowance

/

12 - university student;,'

adult'retraining

1.42 3.79 \\vol.39

1.27 3.89 1.46

.28 1.69

1.461.27 4:66

308 5.13 1137 5.13

13 - unemployed '/

1

14 - pusewite

0**

*

5.20' 1.51 4.80

3.13 .98 3.10

4.30 1.58

81 3.23 a.29

110 3.33 1.22

4.38

"3.00

3.31.

1.53

1.84

1.54

1-47

1.10

1.48

* Tested in Fall 1971,

** Because of the very small N's no generalizatibns should be made
about these groups.

18
1
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TABLE 6

GATES MACGINITIE READING SCORES, EXPRESSED
AS GRADE LEVELS, FOR GRADE 6*, CATEGORIZED

BY OCCUPATION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

Occupation N
Average

Vocabulary Comprehension

1 - no information 60 5.48

2 - labourers, taxi
drivers, etc. 1411 5.31

3 - sheetmetal workers,
mechanics, etc. 211 5.59

4 - sales clerks,
machinists, etc. 154 6.38

5 - printing workers,

electricians, etc. 304 6.22

6 - dental technicians,
embalmers, etc. 195 . .6.30

7 - musicians, athletes,
etc. 154 6.59

8 - clergymen,
librarians, etc. 161 7.25

9 - accountants,

///

engineers, lawyers,
etc. 315 7.62

10 - retired, Workman's,
Compensation , (Dr* 5.54

11 - 1elfare,-Motherls
Allowance (:)" 4.63

,

12 - university stuoknt,
adult retraining 12 ** 15(66

13 - unemployed 97 4.95

14 - housewife 113 5.35

s.c. Average s.d.

2.32 4.98 2,07

1.76 5.12 1.93

1.72 5.42 2.10

2.01 6.09 2.16

1.90 6.29 2.32

2.06 6.29 2.43

1,95 ' 6.65 2.33

Q'

2.27 7.28 2.53

2.06 7.97 2.59

ii.60 4'.63. 1.16

1

1.60 4.32 2.05

.59. 5.92 2.24

1. 8 4.87
s

1.91

1.85 5.36 2.25

rk r ',.
* Tested in Fall'l

`0* Because of the very small N's no generalizatios should be made
about these groups.
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TABLE 7

GATES -MA6GINIT/E READING SCORES, EXPRESSED
AS GRADE LEVELS, FOR GRADE 8*, CATEGORIZED

BY OCCUPATION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

Occupation N Vocabulary
Average s.d.

1 - no information

2 .- labourers, taxi

62 7.76 2.53

drivers, etc. 1581 7.18 2.22

3 - sheetmetal workers,

Mechanics, etc. 277 .7.38 2.22

4 - sales clerks,
machinists, etc. 169 7.62 2.25

5 - printing workers,
electricians, etc. 345 8..09 2.59

6 - dental technicians,
embalmers, etc. 208 8.14 2.30

7 - musicians, athletes,
etc. 139 8.68' 2.44.

8 - clergymen,'
librarians, etc. - 139 9.30 2.47

9 - accountants,

engineers, lawyers,
etc. 222 9.83 .2.47.

10 - retired, Workman's

Compensation (:)** 8.60

11 - Welfare, Mother's

Allowance (:)** 7.30 1.09

12 -'uniVersity student,

adult retraining (D 8.36 2.50

13 - unemployed 76 6.51 2.00

14 - housewge 127 7.13 2.37.

.

Comprehension
Average s.d.

7.13 2.80

6.89 2.52

7.18 2.42

7,26 2.54

7.83 2.79

7.94 2.45

8..27 , ,7 .

2.68

8.24 2.40

6.57 1.81

7.78
C.

6.18

6.61

2.72

2.37

2.63

* Tested in Fall 1971

** Because of the very small N's no generalizations should'be made

about these groups.

2 J-
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TABLE 8

GATES-MACGINIT1E READING SCORES, EXPRES$A.
AS GRADE LEVET,S, FOR GRADE 9*, CATEGORIZED

BY OCCUPATIONIOF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
A

Occupation N
'Vocabulary Comprehension

Average . s.d. Average s.d;

,/,
,

,.

1 - no informatiOn 113 8:56 , 2.52 8.61 2.77
.

2 - labourers, taxi ;1 .

drivers, etc. 1698 8.71 2.52 8.70 2.71
;

3 - sheetmetal workerq,'
mechanics etc.) 326 9.01 2.58 9109 2.72

4 - sales clerks,
machinists, eto. 212 9.63 2.38, 9.65 2.43

5 - printing workers,

electricians; etc
4

423 9.82 2 39 9.67 cr e.2.6

4

s.

6 - dental

etC*. `'

technicians,
embalme 292 10.17 2.39 9.94 2.55

-414
7 - musicians, athletes, / /

263 10.25 -2.42etc. 2.41 ao.01

8 - clergymen,

librarians, etc. 194 11.29 1.87 10.99 2.04

9 - accountants,e,

engineers, lawyers,
etc. 339 11.57 1.82 11.32 2.08

10 - retired, Workman's

Compensation *
9:53 2.39 8.77 2.68

//:.
.

11 - Welfare, Mother's

(D**Allowance :
.

9.82 2.95 9.90 .3.04
.

.

12 - university student,
adult retraining, (E)** 8.65 3.13 8.49 335

13 - unemployed 109 8.49 2.58 8.20 2.44

14 - 'housewife 198 8.85 2.57 9.08 2.82\

* Tested .early in FebrUary 1972.
e

** Becatfse of the very stall N's no generalizations should be made
about these groups.
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The weighUng was done twice, once base, on language and country of birth,

and once based on occupation of the head of household. As will be seen,
-

these two independent weightings gave very similar results.(see Table/ 9).

As has already been- noted, the norms are American. In

comparison-to these norms, one sees that the students in Toronto are,

on the average, better in vocabulary than in comprehension. One can

also see Grade 9.aa the "strongest" year.and Grade 8 as the "weakest"

year. One can argue that the results are depressed by recent non-
)

English speaking arrivals -- but the use of the Every Student Survey

data did limit it to those who were already in the system in May, 1970.

w-

Relative Importance of Background Factors

Following completion of the descriptive data dealing with the

background factors (see Tables 1 to'8),furthqx statistical analyses

were undertaken to see the degree to which these background factors

influenced the students' scores. Table 10 reports the results of these

analyses. In summary, this table shows that language background "explains"

between 3 and 7.1/2 per cent of the reading scores; head of household's

occupatio _"explains" about 10 to 16 1/2 per cent of die,reading scores..

Taken togetheec both factors "explain" up to 19,pel-cent and as little

as 12 per cent of the scores. Thus, althOUgh the averages fox each group

may be clearly distinguished, the student's background cannot Be viewed

as the decisive factor in performance. Considered another way, these

two background factors (language and occupation) can be said to be

responsible for between one -eighth and one-sixth of the variations in

reading scores in the City, occupation being twice as important as

langliage. Caution must be exercised in using these percentages since

they refer to th'e variations of scored among the students and do NOT_

refer to a perdentage of an individual.% score.

22
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TABLE 9

GATES-MACGINITIE READING SCORES WEIGHTED.
BY SUBGROUPS TO PROVIDE ESTIMATE OF'

CITY-WIDE AVERAGE FOR 1971-1972-

Gristle

(Time of
Testing)

Weighted By
Language Background

Vocabulary Comprehension

Weighted By
Parents' Occupation

Vocabulary Comprehension

Grade it (Fall), 3.79 3.69 3.78 3.68

Grade 6 (Fall) 5.91 5.83 5.85 5.76

Grade 8 (Fall) 7.74 7-45 7.74 7.45
-A

Grade 9 (Mid Year) 9:4-6 9.4o 9.39 9.32
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TABLE 10

AMO T OF VARIANCE IN READING SCORES ACCOUNTED
FOR B BACKGROUND VARIABLES EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE

Group and Test

Background Variables

Language*
(4 categories)

Occupation**

(14'categories)

?language and

Occupation
Combined

Blishen's Full

Occupational
Scale (r)

Grade 4

Vocabulary 2.9% 15.4% 17.2% 311.6% (.341)

Comprehension 2.7% 16.0% 17.8% 14.6% (.382)

Grade 6

Vocabulary 7.7% 15.3% 19.3% 13.8% (.372).

Comprehensibn 5.9% 16.6% 19.1% 14.8% (.384)

Grade 8

Vocabulary 5.3% 10.14 13.4% 10.4% (.323)

Comprehension 3.7% 9.6% 12.0% 9.8%. (.312)

Grade 9

Vocabulary 7.4% 13.5% 18.1% 15.3% (.391)

ComprehenSion 5.6% 10.f% 13.7% 9.6% (.310)

_NOTE: Columns '1 - 3 based on linear regression, expressing categories as dummy variables.
Column 4 is based on a_correlation of actual Blishen numbers (limited to
students within'our categories 2.- 9) and reading scores.

* *

See Tables 1 - 4 for categories and averages

*See Tables 5 - 8 for tegories and averages

24
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM THE CANADIAN:TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS
AND' THE

GATES -MACGINITIE READING TEST

All schools where the Gates -Macdinitie Test had been

administered were asked if they would-be willing to volunteer one
4

or more classes for later administration of the Canadian Tests of Basic

Skills, Reading and'Vocabulary sections only. A large number of schools

agreed to participate hnd their co- operation is gratefully acknowledged.

In some cases a single class and in some cases only one grade level

from the school participated.

Although this wa6 not a fully representative group, there.

were a,large number of students, over 800 at each grade level, represent-

ing a wide range of ability. These are two important factors in a

comparison of two tests. The average scores for each grade, howtver,

are not representative.

Three types of information are presented to provide comparisons:

firstly, correlation coefficients; secondly, average scores; thirdly,

. 0.
istand deviations. Correlation coefficients essentially pkorme tforma7(
-%;

tion "about the similarity of ordering of students. The higher the

correlation coeffici/ent, the more likely a student who achieved a hig

score on the one test is likely to have achieved a high score on th other

$

test. When there is-a substantial'correlatiOn, one assumes that, e two

tests are measuring essentially the same quality or characteristic.
.:-

The data in Tables 11 and 12 present the correlations for

Grades 4, 6 and 8. There is some variation from grade 1 to grade

level. One can see that the two subtests of the Gates-MacGinitie correlate

very highly with each other in Grades 4 and 6, and are still correlating
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h other in Grade 8. In other words, the Vocabulary

and Comprehension snbtests are essentially measuring very similar per-

formances. One al4 d sees an equally high,cOrrelation between the

Mpcabularyrban ading subtexts of the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills,

so that students who score high on one of these sUbtests can generally
.*

be predicted to scorerhigh on the other one of the subtests.

comparing the two tests, the Vocabulary sibtests of the

Gates-MacGinitie and the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills correlate highly

with the Grade 4 leVerbeing the one level at which they correlate least.

So too the Comprehension and Reading subtests also have high correlations.

On these_grounds, one could say that one test would be very similar to

the other test in terms of-arranging the students; that is to say, students

who d the. Canadian Tests of Basic Skills for the most part will
4.-

- .
. -. . .

do well on the Gates-MacGinitie Test, and those who did well on the Vocabulary

subtest will do well on the other subtest`, and vice versa

In.examining.the means and standard deliations (see Table 13),

4
one can note, however, that there is a differende between the two tests

.

f

in the students' levels of performande. The Gates-MacGinitie was
_ . __ .<

, administered either very late 1W the month of September or dul7 the
.

,e.

month of October, and the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills was administered
.

.

4,

in March, l972, aelleast five months later. One will note, however, that

the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills score are little, if any, higher, and

usually lower, than the Gates-MacGinitie Test scores. Because:Xbe

content of eat, and because of the fact that it was *standardized

,.

with a ditfflerent population, students achieve lower scores on the Canadian-,

Tests of Basic Skills than .they do on the Gates-MacGinitie Test. Further-7

more, in Grade 8 and in Grade 6, the standard deviation is much smaller

for the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills, indicating that it is not sprbad-

c
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1

ing the students oVt over as wide a range as the Gates- cGinitie Test

is. In Grade 4, ariation is somewhat more s ar, although once

again the Canadian'Tests of Basic Skills shows les variabilitNiamong

1°'
the students.;

Putting these pieces of evidence together we can say that the

Canadfan Tests of Basic Skills is a more difficult test ifOr the students.

If it were.to be used, especially in th- fall is suggested that the

level for the preceding grade be used in o r to provile students with

a less frustrating experience. Oeople wh are accustomed to using American

norms will probably be somewhat distressed to see the apparent decrease
;

in the performance of their students if they chamedto the Canadian

t ation.Tests of*Basic Skills which is andardized on the Canadian

It is anticipated that students-will score on ,the average anywhere from.

four to six months lower on the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills than on
4 -

the Gates-MacGinitie. The data in Tak4e 13 deMonstrate this. One must

/ ,

remember once again t actually these two tests were pAndnistered five
I

''

months apart so that One should really subtract that nlipoo!nths from

the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills'results to get a fair comparisotk\cs

The Canadian Tests of Basic being a multi-level

test, is easily adaptable in terms 9f the test booklet fob use at one

r

grade higher or lower, depending on the Capabilities of the stude t.
, .

The reader should not consider the average scores reporte'

the substudy to be representative. of the particular grade levels.

N t all, schools volunteered tp particiPate in this study, and in some

schOOls which did participate only one or 3two classes were selected fo

retesting. T1ese were classes'about which achers wished additional

inforlyation; they were not representative of.the school and certainly

cannot be considered, representative of the City.
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TABLE 11 *

COAPELATIONS BETWEEN GATES-MACGINITIE READING
TESTS AND CANADIAN TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS

Gates-MacGinitie C. T. B. S.
Reading Subtests Vocabulary Reading

Grade 8 (N = 821)

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Grade 6 (N = 988)

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Grade 4 (N = 926)

Vocabulary

Comprehension

.76 .68

. 72 .72,

.67 .63

. 75

TABLE 12

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN TWO GATES-MACGINITIE SUBTESTS
AND TWO CANADIAN TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS SUBTESTS

Grade (N)
Gates-MacGinitie A C. T. B. S.

Vocabulary and Comprehension Vocabulary and Reading
A

8 (821)

6 (988)

4 (926)

.69

.81

.81

.80

.82 .

.80

28
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TABLE 13

COMPARISON OF.GATES-MACGINITIE READING TESTS
AND CANADIAN TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS

Vwabulary
Gates-MacGinitie C. T. B. S.

Grade 8 Average

s.d.

(N =

7.20
2.36

7.16

i.47

Grade 6 Average 6.44

s.d. 2.14 1.52

(N = 988)(

Grade 4 Average 3.84 3.82

s.d. 1.46. 1.36

Comprehension and Reading
Gates-MacGinitie C. T. B. B.

2.58 1.23

3.80 3.97

1.56 1.19

(N = 926)

I

NOTE: Ates-MacGinitie Reading Tests administered in Fall 1971
Caiadian Tests ,of Basic Skills administered in March 1972

z
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THE FuNevno OF READING0

1 Reading Habits

In order to know how well students in Toronto schools read

more than reading test scores, are required. It is, also necessary to

,4".know how much students read, what types of reading they do, and whether

4

not reading is used as a tool to get other things done.

Accordingly, a questionnaire was designed to provide this

information and supplement the data fronAhe reading tests. The question-

naire was also used as an opportunity to find out about the reading

environment of the home.

I
This questionnaire' is not a test in the usual sense of the

word". There are no norms or standards to which the data can be compared.

The data are only descriptive; they will tell, for example, how many

students engage in a variety of reading activities, but they 10_11 not

tell whether these students are more o'r)Iless active readers than students

from other school systems, The other information will also be descriptive.

This part ot:\the study was carried out at only one grade lelrel.

Grade 6 was chosen because the students have achieved a level of reading

skill at/which they could reasonably be eipected to use reading in their

everyday lives. Of the sixth grade classes from whom reading scores had

been collected, 20 per cent were randomly selected for inclusion in the

sample. A total of 27 classes were selected, and 760 questionnaires

were completed. This represents about 11 per cent of the sixth graders

in Torontdschools.

Eight "yes" and "no" questions were asked about the student's
,

own reading habits. Table 14 lists the tinestions and'41icates the per-

30
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centage of students who answered "yes", indicating that they did engage

in the mentioned activity.

TABLE 114

PERCENTAGE OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS
ENGAGING IN VARIOUS READING ACTIVITIES

ti

4

Question "Yes"

wig

1. Did you read any comic books in the past week? 45%

2. Did you read any stories or books on your own in the past week? 84%

3. Did you read any magazines on your own in the past week? 57%

4. Did you read the newspaper anytime in the past week? 79%

5. Do you 'yer read books for fun? 87%

6. Do you ver read instructions to find out how to make something? 94%

7. to yo ever read a set of rules to find out how to play a game? 92%

8. Do you ever read books to a younger child? 72%

The results indica(te that sixth grade read quit. a bit,

enjoy reading, and caread to get thihgs done. er cent of the

,students said that they read books for fun, and_ 84 per c- said they

had done some reading in books on their own in the past ee 79 per

cent had read the newspaper during the past week, 57 percent had read

magazines, and 45 per cent had read comic books. 94 per cent of the

students read and follow instructions, and 72 per cent report that

ithey"tometimes read to younger children,

31
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The parents' level of reacling,activity, at least as reported ,

by the students, is lower than the level of activity reported for the

students themselves; howeirer, it seems that parents too are active

readers (see Table 15): 69 per cent of the parents read books for

fun as opposed to 87 per cent of -tht children.' There is somewhat

more magazine and newspaper reading than book reading among parents,

71 per cent and 96 per cent, while' he reverse is true for the child-

ren, who
/
reported more reading of books than magazines or newspapers.

TABLE 15
-Nt

PERCENTAGE OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS REPORTING
THAT THEIR PARENTS ENGAGE IN VARIOUS READING ACTIVITIES

Question "Yes"

9. Does your mother or father ever read books for fun? 69%

10 Does your mother or father ever read magazines for fun? 71%

11. Doeg your mother or father like to read the newspaper? 96%

12. Does your mother or father ever read with you? 49%

13. Did your parents every give you a book for a present? 72%

14. Does your mother or father ever use a shopping list when
they go to the store? 58%

15. Does your father have to read for his work? 58%

Does your father ever read instructions to find out how to
make something or put something together? 80%

17. Does your mother ever use a recipe book when she cooks? 66%

V
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ctional use of reading is also lower for the parents

ildren. Only 58 per cent of the parents use shopping

perrdent of the fathers read in relation to their job,

0
r cent of the mothers cook from written recipes. However,

fathers oftei do read instructions in order to make something put

r
something t gether, 80 per cent.

These figures,on,the functional-use of reading at meaningful

regardless of whether or not they are accurate. They indicate that

children view reading as, more of a child activity than an adult activity. \\

Each child has to read in school, but not every adult uses reading in

important ways. It would seem ortant, if children are to become

able and active readers, th they view reading as having functional

value beyond the classroom. That this is true,, will be seen later.

Many parents further encourage the reading ofItheir children

by giving'books as preSents, 72 -per cent; about half of the parents

Sometimes read with their children:

The absolute valise of these figures is not too4meaningful.

Students were not asked how often they or their parents engaged in various

reading actiEities, but simply whether or not they ever did. Also, there

is a strong bias in the questionnaire to answer "Y,s." "Yes" is obviously

1

an anier that is socially desirable. There Wat great, variety in the per-

centage of,"Yes" answers, ranging from 49 per cent to 96 per cent, indicating

that the children did not automatically answer "Yes" to every question.

onethelsss., there was probably some unconscious bias in the questionnaire

due to the phrasing*of the questions.

' 'Because of these prdhlems, the greatest value in the data lies

in comparing answersito Various questions rather than in looking at the

level of "Yes" responses to individual questions.
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It.:: interesting tq note that children read more for profit

than for fun, while the reverse ifs true for parents. /Children read

more books than magazines and nefaspapers, while again, the reverse is

true for parents.

Readin Abili and Readin Activit

Most of the sixth g aders who answeredthe questionnaire had

also taken the Gates-MacGinitke Reading Test. Information on the

occupation of their parents was also available from data collected in

previous years. Together with data from the questionnaire, it was

possible to explore the relationships among reading ability, reading

-daivity, and home background.

Each child received a score which was the number of reading

activities in which he said he participated. The maximum possible

score was 8; the average score was 6. Each child also received a

score which was the number of reading activities in which he said his

parents engaged. The maximum possible score here was 9, and the average

score was

It was discovered that children who read.more were More able

craa,ders ( 'bee Figure 1). However, the relationships were small.

It was also discovered that parents who readimre,had child-

S.

ren1who read. more; parents who read more also had children who were

able readers. Consideriril occupational status as a measure of

achieVement in our society, it was disco red that the achievement, of

the parent influenced the children. Parents with higher status , ,

occupations had children with greater reading ability, although their

children did not necessarily read more.

34
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There are thus two groups of children who read well: those

whose parents,have higher status jobs, and those whose parents read a

lot. But it is only Children whose parents are active readers who

read a lot-themselve

Children,w o read a lot are likely to be better readers
--

(r =.18 for Vocabulary). However, using the technique of partial

correlations, it appears that this relationship only holds if the parents

are active readers. If the,influence of parental activitys statistically

removed, there is no remaining relationship between a child's reading

activifyiand his reading ability (partial r = .04).

The same is not true for the achievement of the parents. If

the effect of occupationalstatus is statistically removed, a significant

relationship between a child's reading ability and his reading activity
I

still remains (r =
,.../

_-

Thus, we are faced with the impori)ance of the parents' behaviour

in molding the child, both in determining how well he will.do things and,

how much he will do them.,One.is a qlestion'of skill and the other a

question of values.

What is missing from the picture is data on how much the school

can do' apart from the parents. To what extent can .the schgI make good s
4 .

. ,
, . .,

-.. . :

: -,e-aders-out of all children whose parents are not high achievers? To
:,-, .

what extent can the school make active readers out of all ,children whose

, o

parents are not active readers?

Data from other studies indicate that the home is more impOrtant
;

than the school ((Coleman, 1966; Reich, 1972). The educational sy§tem is

becoming incre ingly awake of the nee to engage parental support for
.

the school. programme. The use of schobl community interaction, as provided

for by the Ds:inner Foundation at Park Street School, is a step in this direction.

r.
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z

a

r= .39

r =

Child's
Reading.

Abtivity,

r 6 :burary
.

= .31 for comp c.ension

. .

Parent's
OccupatiOn

r = 05 for
r = .33 for

r .18
\,
for vocabulary

r = .20 for comprehension

Ccabulary
omprehension

Cpild's
sw-Reading

Ability

The relationship between children's reading and their home
envlror.r.t (N = 588). A line between two variables indicates that there
is a rP"'..i::nship.between those variables significant at the .05' level or

arrowhead on a line indicatesyt ie presumed directibn off'
7auzatim.
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Type of Preferred Reading

We were also interested in the type of reading that students
O

prefer. The stidetes answering the questionnaire were giVen elist of

nineteen themes and asked how well they liked each one. Table 16 lists

the themes, and groups them according to how many children said that

they liked them. .

Mystery, adventure, and horror head the list Detective

stories and science fiction are also popular. The rest of the topics

are liked by only about one-half or less than one-half the children.

The number of themes that each child said he / ked was counted.

Once again the influence of the home iseeen.-'ehil n(fOmliamilies

higher occupational status liked fewer of the themes that were

named (r = -.19). Children of greater reading ability als liked fewer

.,of the themes '(x = -.12). The significance of this finding is not clear.,

BUt it may be that these children have progressed beyond th4 monothematic

books implied by the form of the questionnaire, to more mature, complex

materials. In another study, it was found that better reade s among

tenth grade students and students from higher status families preferred

more complex fictiOn (Reich, 1972).

'37
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TABLE 16 .

LIKED AND DISLIKED THEMES OF SIXTH GRADE CHILDREN

Topic Group Topic
Percentage of

Childrtn Liking
That Topic

Themes liked by 1 Mystery
75% or more of Advernture
the children Horror

89
85

83

Themes liked by Detective 73.
50 - 74% of the Science Fiction -67

_
fchildren Science, Nature, Health 59

/, ti Spofts .-, 57
aamous People 56

/
eople and Events of the Past 56

L ve 53
" ow To" Books 52
Gi ls 51 4

Themes liked by Poetry . .

less than half of Far Away Places
the children Myths and Legends

Boys

Fairy Tales
Cowboys
Cars

C

48

45

44
43

41
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38
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WRITING ABILITY .

Another area of language use is writing. The proposk

included a study of writing abi ty, although again such a study would

be.merely descriptive and wou'd provide no basis of comparison with

other students or othei school systems. HoWever, it was considered

--

useful to have some_indicatiOft of'he students' work since writing is

_

such an important part of the language programme.

Eighth grade was chosen 40 a level at which students should

be ableable to prodtte fairly mature written text. A-srandomjsample of 10

. per cent was drawn from class lists. For each student indicated, teachers '

were asked to "chobse two compositions which you believe accurately represent

his writing ability. Do not choose a student's best work, nor his worst,

but that which is most representative." It was felt that "representative"

was a more'objeCtiwe criterion than "best."

In any study of writing ability, an important-issue is whether

or not the essays should be produced in a standardized test setting. In

set a setting, time, topic, arki conditions are controlled. This is

perhaps the choice when the intent is to compare one group with another.

However, this technique does not indicate how well students can do in

more natural relaxed settings, and introduces bias from fatigue,'illness,

boredom, andtest pressure. An even more serious problem is topic

restriction. Some people do well on, one topic, others on another. Some

excel on description, others on narrative. t was decided not to hamper

the student's performance by imposing any artificial conditions. Teachers

/

were told that we "do not want compoSitionS that have been pioduced '

especially for this study. Compositioris should be chosen from among the

. normal class assignments _the student hh:c mpleted.."

)
374
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. . . 6
The priPe paid for naturalness is Ignorance of the circumstances

_under which the compositions were produced. Undouktedly some compositions

were. written in a few minutes, and some were laboured over for many hours.

Sott-are-first drafts while others have gone through many revisions.

Some s udents wi;1,have.written few dompositions wring the year, others

w' have written many.

*Mut, inia sense, we, are not concerned in this study with failure

1 .

to achieve that kind'of standardization. What the study is designed tg

assess is the quality of writing produced in Toronto, classrooms under

the wide 'ranging dinbations and instructional programmes that exist.
,

There were a total of 752 students"in the sample. Two writing
V

samples were returned for 618 or 82 per cent of these. Eleven more werge

ted as transferees. Of the reMainder, 67 students only had one

composition sent in and _there was no information on 56 others. This is °

a kRss of_16 per cent. TO what extent thiCrepresents transfer of students,

loss of student compositions, or failure of the curriculum to require

t

compositions of studentS is unknown.

K.clue is provided 140 looking at the date the compoSitions

were written.. Most were undated, and na supplementary information had

been requested in order to minimize the work load imposed on the teachers.

However; it turned out that 176 compositions were dated. Of these, alrtlost

half were dated after the request for compositions had been sent out.

This may only mean that later compositionswere easier,to collect, but
? ."

it may also indicate that compositions were produced specifically for

`our .Study.

,Of the 618 Students for whom two samples were returned, 35 were
. 0

elidinateld because the samples were poetry and it was felt that it would.
s,

41.3
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be difficult to handle such .a
/b.

Provision would have been

-

different form of writing in this study.

more of them. Art additional

r the poetry samples if there had been

I students were eliminated because they

had noteen in the school.system i y of 1970 when the Every Student

sr c
Survey data were collected'or ad not taken the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Test in the fall of 1971. The.Every Student Survey data contain informa-

tion ow'the social and ethnic background of students, inforthation whit

to )e related to writing ability along with reading scores. This

t 526 students'in the sample.
4

Since each student was represented by two pieces of writing,

there were 1,052 compositions to be marked. There are basically two

approaches to composition 'narking. One, called the Analytic, involves

grading a composition on a series of separate criteria, such as grammar,

clarity of ideas, organization; originality, etc., and then combining these

\ftores'into one final grade. Usually extensive training of markers is,
,

required in order to clarify the criteriAand insure agreethent and uniforii

judgement.

-

The second approach is called the method of General Impression.

In this method, written instructions to mar are very brief and there

is little or no consultation. Markers quickly r ad 'a script-and assign

one mark which represents their impression of its overall worth.

In multiple impression marking, several examiners rate each

.

composition, an4 Its%score is the total of tilt
,

separate marks it received.ge

J. N. Britton and his associates showed that using this method, there

4

_ .

,

.

isagreatdealofagreement-inthe composite score that two teams"of

' .

markers will assign to .a.Fomposition (r = .77), 'greater agreement than

Can be achieve} -with Analytic Marking(r =

4,

..
I

.

.52). Also, the rolpo4te
,/
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score on two compositions is in ciliii,iagrfliemeritAth a'more broadly

based assessment of writing ability tdncompositions of a student

(r = .67). Rapid,impressionmarking has the additional advantage of

being much faster than Analytic Marking. More information on this

techniquecan be found in Multiple Marking of English Compositions,

Examinations Bulletin No. 12, by J. N. Britton, N. C.,Martin, and H. Rosen;

London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1966. 7
For this study the marking was done by three secondary school

teachers. Secondary school teachers were chosen instead of primary school

teachers merely because it was more convenient; specialization.at thesecond-

ary level made it dtay to identify teachers who had a great deal of-experience

with composition marking. The three women were not currently employed as-

teachers and were thus available for the study.' All three had been recommended

for their excellence by former principals-.

The two compositions by a student were separated and-Pirambled

by school. All identifying marks were removed except for student

identification number and school number. The compositions.were separated

into twelve pit es. .Mi;kers worked with one pile at a time, and the piles

were rotated so that each marker eventually worked on every pile.

Markers were- instruct d to rate each composition on a scale .

. ,

of 1 to 10. They were asked to informally weight orthography abolAp 20 per

cent; 80 r cent of the mark was to be determined by content. However,

it must be emphasized that this weighting was only an informal one for

themarkers to keep in mind as they worked.

The markers took the first pile home and marked it. Several

days: later they returned and discussed 'their work.

-had assigned were checked to insure that they were

over the scale, with all scores from 1:to 10 being

score-falling-tetween

4 -2

The scores they

properly distributed

used and the average

.;
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The markers were remarkably Able in maintaining a good distribu-'

tion without explicitly attending to it.

that were assigned w

The average of all the scores

three markers agreedIt was imporgaht to know how well the

among themselves on each composition. A_measure of this agreement, based

on all compositions, was:951 this is quite bigh2.

A procedure was also included to calculate how consistent each

individual marker was. At the end of the study, each marker re-did the

first pile she had marked and a measure of agreement was calculated.

This is a very stringent test of consistency since it compares the first

set of arki when the markers were new to the task, with the last set of

marks when they were most experienced. The three markers produced

correlation coefficients of .74, .77, and .76. This is quite high.

This procedure produced six marks for each student.in the sample.

Each student's overall score is the average of these six marks. The

overall average for all students was 5.6. this means that a composition

scored as "5" or "6" represents the average level of writing ability.

How well does the average eighth grade student in Toronto

wrAte? Although the markers responded in terms'of general impression,

by t e end of the study they had developed a rather clear idea dc what

compositions marked at different levels looked like. The average eighth

grade composition is a narrative which succeeds in telling a coheilent

story in a straightforward, matter-of-fact manner. The writers show that

they have generally mastered the Engl4sh language and can communicate

,simple idSas.

2 The method used to compute inter-rater reliability is based on the analyais
of variance, and is described in Statistical Principles in Experimental i

Design by B. J. Winer; Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1962. Nevertheless, the /
first marking was discarded in favour of the final marking;
t

43
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Vocabulary is adequate, although limited.' Simple declarative

'sentences predominate, and the story, line marches pn,'one event following

the other in straightforward succession. There may be a few noteworthy

features, such as an attempt at dialogue, a few especially well chosen

words, some uniqueness of.content or organization.

Many stories impressed our markers as being heavily influenc d

by T.V.'fare. Physical danger and adventure was a common theme, an

the writer was always the hero. Stories were usually_ short and the

_
writers were able to mai eme for one paragraph; howevet,

longer stories they ofien had difficulty maintaining a theme.

In ,termsomechanics, the most frequent errors were e comma

"splice and the run-on sentence. However, infigeneral, orthograp y was

good. Paragraphing was good, although. there was some tendency to over-

The typical eighth grader, then, is a rather ordinary writer
.

of English prose. This'is not to demean his accomplishment. He has

mastered he language and can.communicate simple ideas. It is questionable

whether much more is generally required of adults in our society-. The

teacher who expects expository pieces, abstract discussions, or complex

plots is likely to be making an unreasonable demand, taxing the students

beyond their ability.'

Sixty -n per cent of the students in the sample wrot at this

level or above. les of= compositions scored as "5" or "6", as well as

examples of compo itions scored at the other levels, appear in he Appendyi

In assessing the writing ability of the students, it is more important for

the reader to study the compositions for himself than to read our commefits

about them.
4

,.., PrOc g to the lower marks, the compositions generally degenerate
.

Ii /their prese tatIoliof a ooherent story line. 'Compositions scored

44
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as "4" manage to tell a story, but the organisation is poor with many run-on

sentencet. Compositidns scored as "3" begin to be difficult to follow.

The organization is haphazard, with ideas presented, then dropped, only to

appear again later. Ideas are not presented in any connected fashiOn, although

the writer does stay on one topic. 30 per cent of the students had scores in

this category. Only 1 per cent scored below this point at level "1" and "2".

Such compositions are marked by a great deal in incoherence, almost to the

point of being completely incomprehensible.

Proceeding upwards from the average student, compositions are marked

by gradually increasing individuality, uniqueness, and personal involvement,

in addition to the general mastery of English shown in the average composition.

Compositions marked "7" and "8" have a unique or interesting story tcrtell

which is told using a variety of syntactic structures and vocabulary. Only

12 per cent of the students fell into this group. Only 1 per cent fell

into the highest group of compositions scored at "9" or "10". Compositions

at.this level were markedly more original, mature, and personal.

Table 17 gives a brief description of the categories and the per-

centage of students falling in each. Notice that more students fall below

average than above average. Very few eighth graders were able to proceed

beyond the straightforward telling of.a commonplace story.

Relationship of Writing Ability to Reading and Home Background

There was a definite relationship between reading-ability and

composition scores. The correlations between a student's overall composition

score and the vocabulary section of the Gates-MacGinitie and the comprehension

section of that same test were both .46. This is a modest relationship. Read-

/

'bag and writing areto some extent separate abilities, and one should not

hastily generalize from one to the other.

5
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TABLE 17

COMPOSITION CATEGORIES

Categories Description Per Cent of Students

1to 2 an incoherent or barely
coherent narrative i

a complete story but poorly
.organized with faulty
orthography

. .

5 to 6 a coherent dtory, clearly
organized but with limited
vocabulary and unvaried

7 to 8 a coherent story wi some,

,originality of e ression or
idea

:95

9 to 10 a coherent story, highly
original and mature,
demonstrating personal
involvement of the writer in
the topic

56.08

12.16

.95

s,

.The relationship to socio-economic background,is less than

one might expect; the correlation coefficient of .22 is,much lower

than the correlation between socio-economic background and reading scores

explored on page 19.

One might speculate why this .is so. Socio-economic background

has been shown again and again to be related to intelligence and school
4

success, the ability to learn and understand ideas that are part of the

culture. Good writing, however, at, least as considered in this study,

requires ele ability to create something new, Jo be Original. Good

compositions also were characterized by the expression of peralmarfeel-

ing, and certainly that is not the proWmce of any one group. Although

it seems clear that certain groups of people are more adept at dealing

46
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with Canadian culture, it is indefensible to argue that the humanity

and depth of feeling of any one group is superib to another's.

Ethnic background of the students made no difference at%.11

to their scores: .The distibution of scores, as shown for the entire

sample in Table 17, was broken down into four groups -- English speaking

Canadian-born students, non-English speaking Canadian-born students,

English speaking immigrants,and non-English speaking immigrants. There

were no differences among the four groups.

4

4
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SUMMARY r

During the school year 1971-72i an extensive» study of language

skills was conducted across the City at the request of the Toronto Board's

Fundamental Skills Committee. Scores on the Gates- ?acGinitie Reading Test

were analyzed for Grades 4, 6, 8 and 9% Students essentially scored at

grade level with reference to'the American norms of this,test:

The vocabulary and reading subsections of theCanadian Tests..

of Basic Skills were also adminiStered to groups of students in Grades 4,,

6 and 8 in order to compare the two tests and the American and Canadian

norm-AM-Wile relative performance of students on this test was similar

to performance on the Gates-MacGinitie; however, the scores were several

months lower,.and give evidence that thes'S,tudents found it a more difficult

test. If the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills is administered in the first

half of the school year, it would be wise to use-a lower level of the test.

Teachers should be prepared for results several monthslow,er than those

they are accustomed to with the Gates-MacGinitie.

Reading a1tj.v ities were the subject' of a separate questionnaire

administered to a sample of sixth graders. In general, the sixth 'graders

report th4t they engage in many reading activities, as do their parents.

However, the children and their parents read somewhat different types o*

things. Students read more books in their leisure time, while their

parents more frequently read newspapers and magazines. The favourite

themes of the children are mystery, adventure, and horror. The children

see themselvps as using reading in other activities more often than

their parents use it.

43
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Analysis of compositions collected from a sample of eighth

graders shows that most of the students have, mastered the.English language

to tiffe point where they can 4rite a coherent narrative of acceptable
r

prose.

t

Parents' .occupation, was found to be rel ed to.all.three

measures of language ability,,wfth higher pational status being
4

associated with higher scores.

?

ship to reading scores, but no relationship to composttion scores.

4

Language background had.a modest relation-

49
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READING TESTS USED

Grade 4 -- Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary C, Form 1
*

Vocabulary arta Comprehension Subtests
**

-- Canadian Tests of Basic Skills, Form 1, Level B
Vocabulary and Reading Subtests

Grade 6 -- Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Survey D, Form 1
Vocabulary and Comprehension Subeests

- - Canadian Tests of Basic Skills, Form 1,-LevelD
Vocabulary and Reading Stibtests

Grade 8 -- Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Survey E, Form 2
Vocabulary and Comprehension Subtests

- - Canadian Tests of Basic Skills, Form 1, Level E
Vocabulary and Reading Subtests sck

Grade 9 --.Gates-MacGinitie Reading.Tests, Survey E, Form 3M
Vocabulary and Comprehension Subtests

* Gates, Ai I., & MacGinitie, W. H. Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests.
New York: Columbia University, Tdachers College, 1964.

** King, B. M., Lipdignist, E. F., & Hieronymus, A. N. Canadian Tests
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Examples of Compositions Graded 1 or 2

ittart')1c..1

/170.2 111:1 e:724 1-La

evq,z, do,
/72-

"0 "6-6-.12...cfmg
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Eicample 2
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.t/td 4.6
tditt,
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a)z,'

ece-inc...1fr

A077AV WI- :.411,,V

;,.3t ;ca./ j
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Examples of Compbsitions Graded 3 or 4

Example .1

\?

-11EST COPY AVAILABLE

.

id241/M-11

yit"`r"":1't(/'_?.
-1-/

0(-LArs- 4-nti
,77

7171-d,

17/7,74-1;

12

c_r-11/CeA-Zi-iz14-

_viz? k

;Wee(.-
/MS/ 4211,6

fic2-a

r-
Ac"rv-tqf j 1

ui

C .4
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0

et

.
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Examples of Compositions Graded 5 or 6

Example 1 &TO'

J,I 4.)-a4_ _AY12 c(..at, .

-iny
altAl a4thee ,-Am._ .4 -.5 e,6-)u&ce .4cdra
0:fiAL0-exl, ._,,A &i /.3a li.)-(.1. o Lti2A..el .1(..81YL'

C4t0(t7it. s.=-e-/L9 ...dtV.21) (1.)a-iLtr i:S1 ....<421.C.0)-ZI

bud4 _Pie --tt.OL-f ..-i-Lz LI . .-/-it.917t, Oddri!.1-
_.knclo alL&td- ,t/Lc ._2t,i-6, arld _Alz-lia _fp
-Alt _ i_!/1/2i- f _.17.e.yr_ ......ri_2,czy ._,_76)- _I cazz. . .7..orzJei

(91_ f w-ould."4 :e _.i.1-e 9,e4/T alui,?..viivt.(
...tit a tl --49
.azzo7./.71.vt_ ,..&ito-61 . ...e.lit.r. _ALA/Li TALeuue ...tecd.---
j,ciji_o4,idi; ,te ptc :__-e)-aLfrax.2z`.47-4' ...eXcu41 .../L 4 ii.e' .j..-1- .,/{..c.it_ ..-4ez_i °:;&ifie (:40-4--,2,, ta.)-ceZzid
...1;p, ....L_ _ixe.d. to/ce /L _Y:19_)(4_ alto! ---7 excczec

Ld-ii _j/Lui- . __Jtt 'LLf.-cle ....--&Q _,,ci. ,./71...g

j zz.4-&-c-Z .rn-ty pvt.i.Azinezi 6c-titi.la _Apia 60-0.4frel
.. e.,,c ";t: - (/- / Lii aazzi ..,Le .." _zikfil..4 =, ccx:11, ,./.........,- - ,
qo ..11.z)4Yt.e ..,, scA,c1 ...a4-4-cly .-1 lo_li_ivLe.,ci 7q44. nu..

._

6-nrci . :-: -;/(4/7 ./(4.0- Ojet-a- Ced2t-Cii - , -4/Ar i

...A.e.a.,Zeof ,i_,ILe_ (VA --4.6-(411: .,U1.C12 hutAcacd
.e/1.1.,k_t ,:iiii_/:- na 1 tte 'r..£ aA)-(C. ctid .letidtha...-1.0-

1011. - ---6/t.e. Zo-e--ktd Jul zattn.
14-, fru& saiLicL -. cije-aezi ..-e/L alt. Atnc. . 51-,t0t

eu-e-ke .,<10- QM. Ld_ .6) .e ax2,4 y ...ze),_
juil .0 cy.ut ,_44,..rn. A ekterx

ild 1/44 ,Ao! UPLen. cLoiRLd_

tool. t ..._ActisktaQ
.4.4.. Jilt / )7._ Aug. , Ike como _lily&

cat& ..7-iu min& ive/tc
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all soot. aia 61.9.1 . I d.tzw.4
Begy. ..Ykft .fi_4/tt .JAa .

and co -rte cd6.? .At -61(&(t
4-n.c.a4c,111 calbd ,

CLILOWI-EXall (ink .42.a.t.e-

/Le ktt,a. OA_ --a Lc 60
curtxl- J.,/4 wa,a GeAat

J,61916: ec)-rtz _iwyzi-Alt&-tee

-4411- __%%k -. _Aaze __xi:a'
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art ---&12_ afud -IfeLaiLd ct-4
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...IC:etze

Example 2
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O
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Examples of Compositions Graded 7 or 8

I

1),V.92 7(116(72C/ .

a-270) cRi% e) Cea%
Jizii /4e& 0,/J al e4 A9c4 _J ..(;7-/,_)
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\.A240,4"-/-*
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